Sahan
2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
In their natural state, Sahans are easily mistaken for mindless oozes. Visitors
rarely encounter the inhabitants of Saha IV in their natural form. They are
found in enclaves masquerading as races from across the universe. A highly
empathic race, they experience visions leaking from the nearby wormhole.
Their mysticism & rituals center around recreating these dreams; small
pockets of the planet are transformed to play them out as philosophers &
mystics debate their meanings. While the information gleaned from these
visions could certainly foster a technological jump in this pre-spacefaring
race; enlightenment & introspection are their only focus. Those few who
travel off-world, either by mishap or design, cease to experience the dreams.
The combination of cultural, technological, & philosophical knowledge would
make interacting with these intelligent oozes a delight for any xenobiologist.
Names: They have no given names as they take the name of the individuals
they assume the form of.

EXAMPLE VALUE: We emulate the dreams of the universe and then seek to
understand them.
Attributes: Daring +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
TRAIT:
Sahan's combine the ability to modify their amorphous bodies with a
natural disguise ability enhanced by the memories & dreams collected
from all across the universe. Transformed eqpt. has the visual & tactile
properties of the items it copies, but closer inspection reveals them to be
part of their body. They augment their physical attacks with illusory
defenses & a particularly vicious mind blast (see below).
Talents:
Sahan, or with GM's permission.

Limited Empathy [Required]
Requirement:
Sahan are empathic within 30ft only. They are able to communicate with
other empathic or telepathic species. Considering that even the least
intelligent of them speaks a dozen languages, & most languages of the
universe are spoken somewhere on the planet.

Amorphous Mastery [Required]
Requirement:
Sahan may assume the form of any individuals or species, mimicking
their appearance & personality perfectly that they could fool even a close
friend.

Unarmed Attack: Ooze Bullet [+3CD, Range M, Intense, Vicious 1]
Requirement:
This ranged attack resembles any kind of small wpns fire, from laser
blasts to acid darts. In reality, it consists of a blob of ooze laced with
holographic energies. PC's struck by it may make a Reason roll to see
through the disguise, although the damage remains unchanged.

SPECIES

